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CHAPTER 6
Champion For Multiculturalism
“I can state with some pride,” Senator Paul Yuzyk wrote, on 1
October 1973 in the Introduction to FOR A BETTER CANADA, “that I
am happy to have played some part in the evolutionary process which
gradually crystallized the concept of Canada as a multicultural nation.”
He had followed “all the relevant events closely,” and had spoken “on
all these developments in the Senate, at conferences and at banquets
in various Canadian centres as well as in the United States.” Through
his “speeches and efforts and in cooperation with men and women
“I have tried to contribute to the building of a better Canada for all
citizens, in accordance with the best principles of a Just Society.”1
The senator was modest in his assessment of his contribution to the
creation of a new Canadian identity, an all-inclusive identity, which is
From the day that Paul stood up to make his maiden speech in the
Senate, on Tuesday, 3 March 1964, until Friday, 8 October 1971, more
than seven years later, when Prime Minister Pierre-Elliott Trudeau
multicultural, Paul was a determined crusader for the idea that Canada
was, and always had been, a multicultural nation. It was Paul who

part of Canada’s identity. “The lasting contribution of Senator Paul
Yuzyk,” noted Paul’s friend, political scientist Dr. Bohdan Bociurkiw,
in 1977, “to the development and eventual governmental recognition
of the concept of multiculturalism was to provide – in his 1964 maiden
to instil this concept into the public consciousness of Canadians.”2 For
Paul Yuzyk has been called the Father of Canadian Multiculturalism.3
Paul Yuzyk’s family was part of the greatest immigration that Canada
three boys moved into the multilingual and multicultural Riversdale
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area of west Saskatoon. Until he found a teaching job in Hafford,
Paul lived in Saskatoon, and he returned to Riversdale frequently
throughout the rest of the 1930s and early 1940s. Riversdale was a
professor, Paul continued to be interested in the multicultural societies
that had developed during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century as a result of large scale emigration of Europeans to North
and South America, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. He was
also intrigued by the fact that much of Europe, up to the outbreak of
the Great War in 1914, was dominated by empires that were culturally
and linguistically diverse.4 And as an historian, he investigated the
phenomenon of Canadian immigration and the contributions made by
Ukrainian Canadians and other ethnic groups to Canada.
While pluralistic societies were acknowledged, there was no agreedupon term to describe the new societies that emerged at the turn
of the century and early twentieth century. “Mosaic” was the term
used by John Murray Gibbon to describe the Canada of the 1930s in
his book called Canadian Mosaic.5 In the late 1940’s and 50’s, the
the New York Times on 22 June 1947. In 1957, the Winnipeg Tribune
implied the term in its series on the Third Element.6 In 1957, as well,
Switzerland; and in 1959, the London Times described the population
of Montréal as “multi-cultural” and “multi-lingual.”7
society” to the Canadian Parliament. In his maiden speech, given to the
Senate in March of 1964, he outlined the evolution of multiculturalism
as Canada’s cultural identity. His speech was in reaction to the Royal
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism.
In 1963, the government of John G. Diefenbaker had been defeated

of a Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, in order
to investigate the deteriorating state of English-French relations in
the role played by what Paul called the Third Element, the focus was
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their communities were relegated to a secondary level, an afterthought,
so to speak. Their rejection of the Commission’s preliminary premises
English-speaking and French-speaking Canadians as such, whatever
their ethnic origins happen to be.”8 In other words, ethnic groups were
assumed to form part of one or the other of the dominant linguistic
groups, the English or the French. While it now seems perfectly clear
that Canada was, as Paul argued in his maiden speech, a multicultural
nation, during the early 1960s there was a pressing reason for dealing
patriotes were advocating an independent Québec, and some of them
were threatening to use violence. Premier Jean Lesage, elected in 1960
under the slogan “Maîtres Chez Nous,” was promoting Québec as an
equal partner in Confederation, and for this concept of two nations/
deux nations, he had the support of a majority of Québécois. Puzzled
Québec want?” Angry indépendentistes asked “Que veut le Canada?”
The B&B Commission was established to provide answers.
As Gertrude M. Laing, one of the members of the Commission, put
it, the idea originated with André Laurendeau, editor-in-chief of the
prestigious Le Devoir. He had charted Québec’s growing discontent
with Confederation, and he suggested that a commission might be an
effective method of determining solutions. Along with Dr. Davidson
Dunton, Laurendeau was appointed chair of the commission, whose
to investigate the roles of public and private institutions in facilitating
improved relations between the two main cultures of Canada; and to
discover ways of promoting bilingualism.9
In addition to the co-chairs, the B&B Commission was composed
of eight commissioners, all bilingual, including three francophones,
three anglophones, and, importantly, two members of Paul’s Third
Element, Dr. Paul Wyczynski of the University of Ottawa,10 and, from
the University of Manitoba, Dr. J.B. Rudnyckyj. “The inclusion into
this body of two commissioners of Polish and Ukrainian origins,”
Dr. Bohdan Bociurkiw contended, “attested to the government’s
recognition of the importance of ‘other groups’ in the ensuing national
debate.”11
In his maiden speech, Paul challenged the premise of the B&B
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Commission. “First of all,” he announced, “the word ‘bicultural,’
Canada never was bicultural.” Proof of that, he told the senators, was
the fact that First Nations – the term then was Indians and Eskimos –
“have been with us throughout our history.”12 Further proof that Canada
British Element, which was composed, he noted, of “English, Scots,
the multicultural reality of Canada. What Canada needed, Paul went

multicultural character of the country. Paul cited no less an authority
than Prince Phillip, who, during a Commonwealth Study Conference
held in Vancouver in 1962, had noted that the Canadian way was to
acknowledge the principle of “unity in continuing diversity.”13
Paul’s speech was clear and well-documented, with historical facts
than being a bilingual and bicultural nation, it was, and always had
recognize that reality. Once that multicultural reality was recognized,
he argued, unity, harmony and world peace would inevitably follow.
“The contribution of the three elements side by side in our society,”
he added, “provides the sound materials for the building of a strong
Canadian nation. They provide us with the Canadian identity, a
pattern which has been developing in a different way from that of
our neighbour to the south.” He went on to quote from a speech
delivered by Dr. Charles Hobart, an American who was teaching at
the University of Alberta. He told his audience, which included Paul,
that Canada was “THE multicultural society of the world and this is
your identity.”14
Paul’s maiden speech was not only factual but touched on his on own
down seventy-seven times for teaching positions. He had vowed then,
and he continued to vow, that if Canada treated a Canadian-born son
of Ukrainian immigrants in such a discriminatory manner, then it was
Canada that needed changing. And change it he was determined to do.
The 1960s was an auspicious decade in which to promote
multiculturalism.15 By 1960, the Ukrainian community in Canada
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already had close to seven decades behind it. It had undergone social
umbrella organization in the form of the UCC was showing some
success. Even if still politically fragmented, the Ukrainian community

“acquired grass roots support among ethnic groups, and began to
attract the attention of the politicians, the media, and scholars.”
liberation movements around the world, including the American
Civil Rights movement. Politics played a role. Ukrainians formed
sizeable percentages in several key ridings in the West, in the Golden
Horseshoe and in parts of Northern Ontario. During a good part of the
1960s, Canada was governed by minority governments.
As John Jaworsky, whose MA thesis at Carleton University was
supervised by Dr. Bociurkiw, has pointed out, the B&B Commission
provided “a convenient and timely forum for certain spokesmen
of the ‘other’ ethnic groups to articulate some of their long-felt
16
As the commissioners travelled across the country, it
was Ukrainian groups who were the most forthright in pointing out that
Canada was really a multicultural not a bicultural nation. Throughout
the hearings, they made the most submissions, “and they actively
discussed the issue in their community and in their newspapers.” In
their submissions, letters to politicians, speeches and resolutions they
demanded “participation, recognition and equality.”17
Paul played a key role in galvanizing Ukrainian Canadians and
other groups to protest against the dominant assumptions of the
B&B Commission and to submit briefs. He was both a senator and
an academic, two vocations that drew enormous respect from his
community. “In the hearings of the B&B Commission,” Paul noted in
witnesses from coast to coast.”18 The speech so frequently cited was, of
course, Paul’s maiden speech in the Senate. On 10 December 1965, the
headline in the Free Press read “Ukrainians Dominate Winnipeg Bi-Bi
Talks.” They demanded that the government take steps to safeguard
the fear that the commission might lead to limitations on Canadian
minorities. Paul was present at the hearings that day. He addressed
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the commissioners, urging them to recommend the establishment of a
Ministry of Culture. He also promoted the idea that the CBC should
broadcast in Ukrainian and other ethnic languages, and that Ukrainianlanguage literature should be eligible for a Governor General’s prize.
He informed the commissioners that he had used Ukrainian on a local
CBC radio station, though he had been told not to do so. “‘It didn’t
hurt anybody,’” he concluded. That day he represented the Ukrainian
Cultural and Educational Centre of Winnipeg, of which, since 1955,
he was president. Two other Ukrainian organizations that day made the
General.19
“I remember Senator Yuzyk,” Royce Frith once commented, shortly
after Paul’s death, “when I was a member of the Laurendeau-Dunton
Commission.” Shortly after the commission was launched, Paul
Element and multiculturalism. “He and I disagreed,” Frith recalled.
“I did not think that the force he was referring to could be said to be a
‘third force’ in the sense that it did not have the linguistic homogeneity
that the other two major language groups in the country have.” In
1986, however, Frith was happy to point out that Paul’s interpretation
of Canada had won out. Paul had lived to see “multiculturalism
recognized as the partner to bilingualism.”20

on 8 October 1967. One of the commissioners wrote a dissenting
statement. Professor Jaroslav Rudnyckyj argued that “there is an
regions where there is a concentration of speakers of one and the same
in the Northwest Territories and Yukon, German and Ukrainian in the
Prairies, and Italian in Toronto and Montréal. In order to prevent what
be encouraged and funded in order that they might thrive in education,
the media and for internal use in organizations and institutions.21
Rudnyckyj and Yuzyk were colleagues since the early 1950s when
Paul joined the Department of Slavic Studies at the University of
languages was Paul’s. In his memoir, The Politics of Multiculturalism,
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maiden speech in 1964, Lupul met Paul, probably at the Bociurkiws’
home, where they met from time to time.22 To Lupul’s surprise, Paul
“revealed the language position that the national UCC in Winnipeg and
according to Lupul, “was essentially that of Rudnyckyj’s ‘Separate
Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism
, published in 1967.”23 In other
words, Lupul was suggesting that Rudnyckyj was persuaded by Paul
as regional languages, where numbers warranted. Years later, Lupul
the 1960s. In a letter-to-the-editor of the Calgary Herald, published
on 5 May 1998, Lupul pointed out that it was Paul, and not Prime
Minister Trudeau, who introduced the word “multiculturalism” to the
cultural and linguistic debates of the 1960s, and Paul did so in reaction
to what Lupul, in his letter, called the Royal Commission’s “dualistic
thrust.”24
Paul had also been acquainted with Dr. Paul Wyczynski since the
Association of Slavists. Whenever they met, they spoke in Wyczynski’s
native tongue, Polish, and Wyczynski always found Paul “un parfait
gentilhomme.” While Dr. Rudnyckyj seems to have been in touch with
Paul during the hearings, Paul Wyczynski was not,25 even though,
by that time, they were both members of the department of history,
University of Ottawa.
After the release of Volume I, the UCC, early in 1968, published
a White Book, perhaps also inspired by Paul, which promoted
constitutional guarantees for Ukrainian and other Third Element
linguistic groups.26 To achieve formal recognition of the Third
economy and prosperity,” their participation in the two Great Wars,
and the conscientious performance of “their duties as citizens in
every respect,”27 Paul worked tirelessly throughout the mid- and lateto Borden Spears, editor of Maclean’s, Paul wrote “Dear Sir, Upon
reading your editorial ‘How not to be a Separatist’ in the June 18th
issue of MacLean’s [sic], it struck me that you are not aware of the
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changing face of Canada.” To keep Spears up to date, Paul enclosed
two speeches that he had delivered not long before, to the Canadian
Council of Christians and Jews, of which he had been a director since
1963, and to the Ukrainian National Youth Federation in Winnipeg.
“The majority of the ethnic groups of the Third Element,” he informed
Spears, “are Canadian-born and will continue to perpetuate their
ancestral languages and cultures as an integral part of the Canadian
cultural pattern.”28
Paul made scores of speeches all over Canada. He was in Toronto on
Cultural Centre on Christie Street. Canada, he told the audience,
should recognize those who, along with the English and the French,
have contributed to the nation’s growth. “New Canadians should be
guaranteed the right to preserve their mother tongues and cultures,”29 he
added with enthusiasm. He was back in Toronto the following October,
on the campus of the University of Toronto. The conference’s theme
was “The Changing Face of English Canada,” and the university
students had gathered to discuss English-French relations. Speaking
speaking delegates from universities across Canada, that Canada was
not a bicultural but a multicultural nation.30 He spoke in Winnipeg in
January 1965, October 1966 and March 1967. In September 1967, he
was in Kingston to address the National Defence College on the “Third
Edmonton, on 28 August 1970, he delivered a speech entitled “The
True Canadian Identity – Multiculturalism and the Emerging New
Factor in the Emerging New Canada.” He also addressed audiences in
Because Paul understood that education was constitutionally a
provincial responsibility, and that culture was a shared federalprovincial issue, he kept in close touch with most of the provincial
premiers. He arranged a meeting with Premier Ministre du Québec,
Jean Lesage, in Winnipeg on Sunday, 3 October 1965, during Lesage’s
western tour. The headline in The Winnipeg Tribune read “Lesage,
Ukrainians speak same tongue.” Lesage was promoting education rights
of French Canadians living in the four western provinces. In Winnipeg,
he reached an agreement with the leadership of the Ukrainian Canadian
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Committee (UCC), which represented twenty-nine groups. The three
representatives who met with Lesage were Monsignor Wasyl Kushnir,
agreed that French or English should be languages of instruction
but that ethnic languages should be part of the curriculum of public
to include both Ukrainian and Italian as subjects in the Québec
of Education.) Paul pointed out that the agreement with Lesage was
31
He
was using the meeting to put even more pressure on Ottawa to replace
“biculturalism” with “multiculturalism.” Paul also communicated with
Premier Ross Thatcher of Saskatchewan, and Premier Walter Weir of
Manitoba.32 Paul knew that if he could convince some of the provinces
be placing more pressure on Ottawa to adopt a similar policy. In July
1971, Harry Strom, Social Credit Premier of Alberta, announced that
Paul took to the air to promote multiculturalism. On 1 February
1965, he was a member of a panel that discussed bilingualism and
multiculturalism on CBC Radio. Canada was a multicultural nation,
he told the panel and listeners across Canada, and “‘the B and B
Commission has come round to that stand’.” Later in the discussion,
Paul said that he welcomed bilingualism, but he felt that French should
be made available, but “not foisted on every school.” He insisted that
other languages should be offered in schools.33
time that Paul had taken to the air to talk about multiculturalism.
Two or three years earlier, Dr. Manoly Lupul heard him speak about
multiculturalism. As Dr. Lupul says in his memoir, “I had earlier heard
Paul Yuzyk on the radio, but (unlike bilingualism) I had not given it
much thought.”34
Paul was in Edmonton on Sunday, 3 December 1967, urging
Ukrainian National Federation members to challenge the concept of
the two founding groups, and he called for a national conference of
of Tomorrow Conference/ la Conféderation de Demain, convened that
autumn in Toronto by Premier John Robarts. That conference, Paul
argued, was an insult to the Third Element, because it dealt solely with
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French-English relations.35 Paul spoke in Sudbury, on Friday evening,
10 May 1968, at a two-day conference sponsored by the Canadian
Council of Christians and Jews. The Third Element, he told delegates
that evening, “‘may be the binding force that will unite the Anglowas a mosaic rather than a colourless melting pot.36

setters in Canada, Paul wrote Ukrainian Canadians: Their Place and
Role in Canadian Life. Published in 1967, in both English and French,
the book also celebrated the centennial of Canadian Confederation,
and the roles that Ukrainian Canadians had played since 1891 in the
development of the nation. The book, Paul surely realized, would
not be overlooked by the B &B commissioners. Her Majesty, Queen
Elizabeth II’s photograph appeared just before the Preface. Even the
Queen, Paul claimed, could boast of Ukrainian heritage, by virtue of
the fact that she was descended from Volodymyr Monomakh, Prince
of Ukraine, who had married a daughter of King Harold, the Anglo37

The book dealt with the achievements of the Ukrainian community
so on. As usual, Paul’s research was meticulous. On 10 January
1966, he wrote to Mayor Stephen Juba of Winnipeg. “I am seeking
information about the ethnic composition of the Police Force of our
city,” he told the mayor, “which must be very cosmopolitan because
of the cosmopolitan character of its population.” He went on to ask
the mayor about “the contribution that the Ukrainians have made and
are making in the City Police Force. How many and what percentage
of Canadians of Ukrainian origin are ordinary constables as well as

the end of June?” He concluded by asking Mayor Juba for the names
38

1969, Paul reminded the assembled senators what he had said in his
maiden speech in March 1964, that “if we want to achieve unity,
harmony and justice, the Canadian identity, and therefore Canadian
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inserted into the curricula of all three levels of the Canadian education
system where numbers warranted. On that day, Paul reminded his
fellow senators of his speech to the Senate on 1 October 1968, when
third element about constitutional changes proposed at the FederalBill, in which matters the Government made no attempt to consult
them.” Because they were not consulted, members of the Third
Element felt like second-class citizens.61
A good senator always functions better with the help of a good
assistant. During his twenty-three years in the Senate, Paul was blessed
with several
organized Paul’s schedules, and, sometimes, formulated speeches
based on ideas presented to them by the senator. Near the beginning
of his maiden speech, Paul had thanked Senator Connolly, chair of
the Internal Economy and Contingent Accounts Committee, for
acceding to his request for a secretary with knowledge of Ukrainian.
In 1964, the Toronto Star sent a reporter to the Hill. He soon took
note of one particular young woman. “Svenyslava Izio, an attractive
23-year-old secretary from Edmonton,” the reporter noted, “is one up
on the capital’s bilingual civil servants.” This “energetic brunette,”
reported the Star, spoke English, French and Ukrainian, and was
studying Russian at the University of Ottawa. Slava’s Ukrainianlanguage typewriter was the only one of its kind on Parliament Hill.
She was secretary to Senator Paul Yuzyk, the Star reporter added, and
he represented 473,000 Canadians of Ukrainian origin.39 The Ottawa
Citizen also did a short piece on Paul’s new secretary.40 She was, in the
secretary.”41
Slava Izio was succeeded by Vera Bouffard, who worked with Paul

Whenever research was called for, it was Vera Bouffard who did it.
all the ethnic groups in Canada.42 In 1976, Bouffard moved on to the
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by Teresa Luhovy, who held the position from 1976 to 1979. As well as
French, English and Ukrainian, t he Belgian-born Luhovy also spoke
Russian and Spanish. Among her many roles was librarian, press
secretary and researcher. She also organized the senator’s clippings
into scrapbooks.43

On 4 June 1964, Slava wrote, on behalf of Paul, to Claude Ryan, editor
of le Devoir. “Cher monsieur Ryan,” she wrote, “C’est avec grand
intérêt que j’ai lu votre éditorial au sujet du ‘troisième groupe’ dans
votre journal du 3 juin. C’est un pas de plus vers la bonne direction.”
his much celebrated (“accueils favorables à travers le pays”) maiden
speech in the Senate. The letter also thanked Ryan for having given
Ukrainian Canadians recognition, in his editorial, “comme un groupe
canadien vital.” The letter ended by noting that “la coopération de tous
44

Borys Sirskyj also served Paul Yuzyk. Borys was a highly competent
additional responsibilities, above and beyond his job description, as
well as working many long hours into the evening.
As a counterbalance to the Confederation of Tomorrow Conference,
of Christians and Jews, held at York University in Toronto in September
1968. Paul attended the conference, whose theme was “Overcoming
the Barriers to Communication.” The conference had come to the
conclusion that, in all western societies, racism and ethnocentrism
were pervasive, and that majority groups in all host societies believed
that their value system was superior. The result was a power struggle
between haves and have nots, and between the generations.45
On 10 September 1968, Paul issued a press release that announced
a second conference, the famous and pivotal Thinkers’ Conference.
“People of every ethnic origin in Canada and the United States,” he
informed the media in North America, “will be glad to hear that the
rights of minorities are gaining increasing attention and recognition.”
of Christians and Jews, the American Jewish Committee, the Anti-
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Defamation League of B’nai B’rith of both Canada and the United
States, the Canadian Council of Churches, and La commission pour
l’oecumenisme des évêques catholiques canadiens. Speakers from
Israel, Britain, the USA and Canada addressed the theme “Ethnic
Groups and Value Systems.” Paul was one of an international panel
of commentators on a paper given by Professor C.M. Turnbull, a
New York anthropologist. Paul concluded that the conference and its
printed report, which he attached to the press release, would be “most
useful to participants in the Thinkers’ Conference on Minority Rights
in Canada to be held this fall with a view to pertinent constitutional
changes.”46
With the aid of the Secretary of State, the Senate Committee of
Patrons, several national bodies and the Government of Ontario,
Paul convened and chaired The Thinkers’ Conference on Cultural
Rights, held in Toronto from 13 to 15 December 1968. It was the most
important conference in Paul’s campaign to promote the concept of
groups of Canada came together under one roof. Representatives of
the Baltic countries – Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania – had always been
From the beginning, Paul had also gained the support of Canadian
Jews, who knew that fellow Jews in the Soviet Union were oppressed
and rarely allowed to emigrate to Israel, Europe or North America.47
The greatest representation at the Thinkers’ Conference came from
Ukrainians, Poles and Slovaks.48 Until December 1968, several of the
key ethnic groups had been disinclined to participate in Paul’s vision.49
Paul did manage to persuade German, Italian, Portuguese and Greek
associations to attend, but only in small delegations.50 Indeed, in a
speech to the Senate on 1 October 1968, Paul referred to this apparent
lack of interest on the part of some ethnic groups, whose membership
consisted, in part, of “sceptics” who believed “that a united voice and
action of the Third Element is impossible and even undesirable.”51 His
greatest support was found in ethnic organizations whose homelands
The conference aimed to deal with “the relevance and the relationship
of this country’s distinctive minority cultures to Canadian society
as a whole, and in particular to Canada’s multicultural heritage and
its development of a new Constitution.” Several senators, including
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Norman MacKenzie, former president of UBC, Maurice Lamontagne,

to join Paul in forming a Senate Committee of Patrons, in support
of the conference. In a press release, Paul urged potential speakers
to focus on several themes including “Constitutional recognition of
minority cultural rights, and fundamental human rights.” He suggested
other themes such as “assimilation or ethnic identity in Canada,” “Two
Solitudes in Canada or a Multicultural approach,” “Cultural pluralism
in Canada and its relevance to future generations,” and “the validity
of the popular slogan ‘unity in diversity’.” The conference would also
anticipate the publication of Volume IV of the Royal Commission
on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. The Commission had agreed to
52

The Thinkers’ Conference provided a platform for ethnic groups to
Ryan, and William G. Davis, Minister of Education in the government of
Premier John P. Robarts of Ontario. Secretary of State Gérard Pelletier,
Premier John Robarts and Provincial Secretary Robert Welch brought
greetings to an estimated two hundred delegates, who gathered at the
King Edward Hotel and also at the nearby St. Lawrence Hall to listen
to papers and to discuss cultural rights and identity issues. The papers
probed “the responsibilities and rights of cultural groups in Canada
with respect to the current constitutional dialogue between federal and
provincial governments.” Speakers discussed “the relevance and the
relationship of this country’s distinctive minority cultures to Canadian
society, and in particular to Canada’s multicultural heritage.” After
Paul’s opening address, at the King Edward on Friday evening, 13
December, delegates broke into small groups and discussed various
issues such as the melting-pot metaphor versus the mosaic; linguistic
and cultural rights; Indian, “Eskimo” and other minority groups; and
rights and responsibilities of cultural groups in Canadian life.
hear three papers on the theme of “Preservation of Cultural Traditions
in Canada.” At that session, William Davis presented a paper called
“Role of Education in the Preservation of Cultural Traditions.” On
Sunday, Claude Ryan presented a paper entitled “Public Policy and the
Preservation of Multicultural Traditions.”53
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Later, Paul edited the conference proceedings. On 17 September 1969,
Folk Arts Council, in Toronto. “Would you be good enough,” Paul
wrote, “to check through the contents and give your suggestions for
any additional material or changes.” He had yet to include letters from
Prime Minister Trudeau, Secretary of State Gérard Pelletier, Premier
Robarts and Premier Strom, as well as copies of articles published in
the Montreal Star. Paul asked that Kossar write an introduction, and
he also asked Kossar for suggestions for a title.54
Almost four decades later, the Honourable William G. Davis, who
succeeded the Honourable John Robarts as premier a few years after the
the senator that Ontario had no problem with heritage languages in its
had already introduced many of those languages into the schools of
Ontario. He went on to tell the senator that the Ontario Government
supported recognition of the increasing diversity of Canada. Toronto,
the minister pointed out to the senator, was already the multicultural
capital of Canada. Today, the former premier remembers telling the
recognition for the Third Element, in order that members might feel
agreement with the senator that the old country, Ukraine, along with
other members of the Soviet bloc, had every right to enjoy the same
freedoms as the Third Element enjoyed in Canada.55
The proceedings, called Thinkers’ Conference on Cultural Rights –
Concern, were published by the Canadian Cultural Rights Committee,
c/o Senator Paul Yuzyk, Chairman, which meant that it was published
given by Paul, Dr. Victor Szyrynski, the Honourable William G.
Davis, Senator Andrew E. Thompson, Claude Ryan and others, the
mimeographed publication included letters from several provincial
premiers, from the Secretary of State Gérard Pelletier, and from Prime
Minister Trudeau, who, on 4 February 1969, wrote to Paul thanking
him for the material from the conference, and telling him that he was
“directing that these reports should be studied so that the views there
presented may be appropriately taken into account both in the area of
constitutional review and of cultural development.”56
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Published on 23 October 1969 and tabled in Parliament on 15 April
1970, Volume IV of the Royal Commission focussed on the Third
groups to arrive in Canada, including the early Germans, Dutch and
Scandinavians, Asians on the West Coast and “Negro” Loyalists of
the 1780s. The report dealt with the cultural contributions of ethnic
groups and their various histories. It devoted several pages to settlers
in the Prairies, including the Ukrainians, Doukhobors and Asians.
Subsequent chapters discussed patterns of settlement, times of arrival,
immigrant and ethnic occupations, ethnic values, discrimination and
were the impact of radio and television on newcomers, maintenance of
languages and cultures, the teaching of languages other than English
and French, the teaching of Canadian history, the Canada Ethnic Press
Federation and broadcasting in ethnic languages.
they related to the various ethnic groups. The volume made many
recommendations, including that “the appropriate federal, provincial,

whose objectives are to foster the arts and letters of cultural groups
other than the British and French.” The report also recommended
provided for out of public funds through the Citizenship Branch of the
Department of the Secretary of State.”57 One of the recommendations
of Volume IV was that the Public Archives of Canada “collect materials
regarding cultural groups other than the British and the French.”58
Among the scores of publications consulted by the commissioners for
this fourth and last volume of the B&B Commission was Paul’s The
Ukrainians in Manitoba.59
With the release of Volume IV, Ukrainian Canadians who had been
aware of Paul’s crusade but remained on the sidelines, now grew
interested. One of them was Dr. Manoly Lupul, who, in August 1970,
decided to place his professional life at the University of Alberta on
obtain a national cultural policy appropriate to the needs of those
ethnic groups that cared enough to articulate them.” He promised
himself that he would work “with practically anyone” and travel
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“almost anywhere” to achieve those ends.60
When Pierre Trudeau became prime minister in February 1968, he
“Just Society,” all groups were to be equal and honoured. In 1968,
the concept of the Just Society was announced by Governor General

1968. The following October in the Senate, Paul picked up the theme.
“Honourable senators,” he told his fellows, “the Speech from the
Throne that opened the twenty-eighth Parliament of Canada vaguely
referred to the objectives of a just society, in which there would
denied’.” He noted that the government, following recommendations

reform. “Many of these wrongs, injustices and denied opportunities,”
Paul went on, “are suffered by members of our minority ethnic and
cultural groups. Something must be done to improve the situation, or
it may lead to undesired repercussions and harm to our minority.”
“This year,” Paul continued, “the twentieth anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations,
is being marked by rededication to that ideal for the peoples of the
world. The Canadian Citizenship Council in 1964,” he went on,
“declared that ‘the maintenance of human rights should be the basic
objective of the citizens of Canada’.” The solution, Paul concluded,
was multiculturalism. “From the many reports that I have read,”
Paul told the senators, “I have come to the conclusion that there
is fairly unanimous opinion that Canada should be bilingual in
some form,” but there was an equally strong opinion that, as far as
recognition “should be given to multiculturalism by permitting nonsecondary schools and in the universities, wherever there would be
the conclusion, based on his reading of reports, that the CBC should
produce programs that would “promote better understanding of our
cultural heritage.” He also recommended “that ethnic groups should
receive more representation in government bodies and national
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institutions, and should not be discriminated against in the federal,
provincial and municipal governments and services.” In other words,
like all ethnic groups in Canada, Paul wanted “to see justice done in
the proposed ‘just society,’ so that the Third Element would cease to
be second-class citizens.”
Both Paul and the prime minister were advocating a similar version
of “Just Society.” The irony of the situation probably escaped neither
man. On the one hand was Paul, the bilingual (English and Ukrainian)
Progressive Conservative whose parents had arrived in Canada in
the early twentieth century; and on the other hand, there was PierreElliott Trudeau, the multilingual Liberal whose ancestors had arrived
in New France in the 1650s. The senator and the prime minister
many cultures within the bosom of one bilingual nation, was similar
to what Trudeau had had in mind since at least the early 1950s. For
Trudeau, multiculturalism was the formulation of his anti-nationalist
stance articulated since the 1950s in Cité Libre.62 On 15 December
1961, Trudeau told Peter Gzowski, Québec editor of Maclean’s, that

multinational state and I happen to believe that the hope of mankind
lies in multinationalism.”63 Although the term was not the same one
that Paul introduced to the Hill, it is clear that Trudeau was advocating
a multicultural form of society. He had long understood that Canada
was a multicultural nation in which all cultures would be free to
When Trudeau stood up in the House at 11.05 on Friday, 8
October 1971 to announce that his government had accepted all the
recommendations of the Royal Commission’s Volume IV, he was
in effect closing one chapter on multiculturalism, a chapter that
had opened with Paul’s maiden speech in the Senate, just down the
corridor from the House, over seven years earlier. “For although there

group take precedence over any other. No citizen or group of citizens,”
he added, “is other than Canadian, and all should be treated fairly.”
multiculturalism would assure cultural freedom in Canada, it would
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help to break down discrimination and “cultural jealousies,” and it
without which there could be no national unity.64 The speech had been
approved a few days earlier by the B&B commissioners.65
“It seems,” Dr. Bohdan Bociurkiw pointed out, “that between 1968
and 1970, the prime minister and at least some of his senior colleagues
Languages Act and the far-reaching concessions to the Frenchspeaking Canadians would be facilitated, especially among the socalled third groups, by the formal abandonment of the ‘bicultural’
formula that had evoked such sharp criticism from ethnic groups
during the B&B Commission hearings.”66
At the tenth annual meeting of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress
in Winnipeg, the day following his announcement in the House, the
Prime Minister reiterated his proclamation. His choice of venue “may
community in lobbying for Ottawa’s adoption of the policy”67 Over
783 guests, including Ukrainian leaders and dignitaries such as the
Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, W.J. McKeag; Senator Paul
Yuzyk; Judge J.R. Solomon (Chairman) and Mark Smerchanski, MP,
attended the banquet at the Fort Garry Hotel commemorating thirty
years of service of the UCC. Most of the delegates in Winnipeg, who
included a contingent from the Ukrainian University Students’ Union
(SUSK) of Ottawa, Paul’s daughter Vera among them, were pleased
by Trudeau’s speech that evening. The Prime Minister noted that
Ukrainian settlers. “We have no alternative but to be tolerant of one
another’s differences,” he noted. “The fabric of Canadian society is
as resilient as it is colourful. It is a multi-cultural society; it offers
and to share those from other sources. This mosaic pattern,” the
Prime Minister continued, “and the moderation which it includes and
encourages, makes Canada a very special place.” Trudeau went on
Government of Canada had approved all the recommendations of
Volume IV of the Royal Commission. He added that federal support
would be available “to all of Canada’s cultures” that wanted to “grow
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and contribute to Canada.” He thanked members of the audience
for their “many briefs and submissions” to the B&B Commission.
“I am more aware now than I was earlier,” he assured them, “of the
special needs and aspirations of Canadians of Ukrainian origin, of

considerable change.” He paid tribute to Ukrainian Canadian artists
such as Leo Mol and William Kurelek, and musicians such as Steven
Staryk and George Fiala. He quoted Taras Shevchenko on hope,
and he also quoted Prime Minister Laurier’s concept of Canada as
a great English cathedral, whose variety of building materials, from
marble to granite and oak, retained their own particularity while, at
the same time, they contributed to the creation of one great cathedral.
In his speech at the Thinkers’ Conference of December 1968, Paul
had also used the Laurier metaphor.68 Since there are echoes of Paul’s
consulted Paul.
A few of the delegates were displeased that, while Trudeau was
making that declaration in Winnipeg, he was preparing to welcome
to Canada, a week later, Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin, one of
the leaders of what Paul had called, in his maiden speech, “Russian
communist imperialism.” Nor had some members of the audience
forgotten that Trudeau, in an interview on CBC Radio on Sunday, 30
May 1971, shortly after his return from a visit to Moscow, implied a
comparison between Ukrainian dissidents and members of the Front
de Libération du Québec.69 Fourteen youth delegates were conducting
a hunger strike in the lobby of the Fort Garry, on behalf of Ukrainian
political prisoners, and they hoped that the delegates at the congress
would join them during the banquet. George (Yuri) Boshyk, a political
science student from the University of Toronto, told reporters that
the hunger strike might spread nationwide if the prime minister did
not meet with the “Set Them Free” committee, in order to discuss
Ukrainian political prisoners such as Valentyn Moroz.70 Inside the
hotel, the only interruption to the prime minister’s speech to the
well-heeled audience came when the microphone system temporarily
broke down.71
Paul’s pivotal role in moving the concept of multiculturalism from
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Prime Minister Trudeau announced the policy, Professor Daniel P.
Moynihan, then at Harvard University, communicated with Paul,
via one of his graduate students, to ask about “the progress of the
Third Element in Canadian life in effecting a multicultural society,
particularly as this Third Element will/is making itself permanent in
the evolving new Canadian Constitution.” Moynihan had ordered a
copy of the B&B Commission Reports, and he asked for Paul’s CV.72
On the domestic front, his eldest daughters were married. During the
summer of 1967, shortly after Mary and the family moved to Ottawa,
Victoria married Robert Karpiak, a Slavic Studies major who, at
the time, was a lieutenant in the Military Service (Navy), National
Defence Headquarters in Ottawa.73 At the dinner afterward, in the
presence of fellow parliamentarians such as Dr. Eugene Forsey, the
father of the bride spoke not only about his daughter but also about
multiculturalism and Canadian unity. “Who could blame him?” the
groom remarks today. “A person in politics has to be resourceful.”74 On
10 October 1970, in a ceremony conducted by Bishop Isidore Borecky
at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church, Evangeline married
George Duravetz, a high school teacher. The reception was held in the
West Block’s Confederation Room. Guests included the Honourable
Michael Starr, Senator Rhéal Bélisle, Michael Wladyka, mayor of
Port Hope, Steve Paproski, Progressive Conservative M.P. from
Alberta, Colonel Joseph Romanow, and more than two hundred others
from across Canada and parts of the USA.75 News from Montréal
intervened.76 Just after 6 pm, Pierre Laporte, cabinet minister in the
government of Premier Robert Bourassa, was kidnapped in front
of his Montréal home by members of the Front de Libération du
Québec (FLQ).
multiculturalism was perhaps strongest. Multiculturalism implied
that the French Element was not a founding group but merely another
ethnic group of Canada. As sociologist Guy Rocher pointed out, most
within the orbit of the Anglophone community.”77 And that was
especially true in Montréal at the time. René Lévesque argued that
multiculturalism was a Trudeau plot to win votes in the West. Others
in Québec perceived it as part of Trudeau’s “political campaign against
Québec nationalism and asymmetrical federalism, and in particular
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against the Royal commission’s recognition of Québec as a distinct
society and the two-nations theory of Confederation sanctioned by the
commission’s reports.”78
Nor was the policy universally popular among members of the
British Element, some of whom grumbled that newcomers, to Canada

press that multiculturalism was perhaps the work of “a small elite
group of Ukrainian Canadians and other disgruntled or maladjusted
Canadians of Eastern European origin.”79 There were arguments about
the cost of maintaining ethnic languages and cultures. The sociologist,
John Porter, in his The Vertical Mosaic (1965), argued that a policy of
would only serve to limit the upward mobility of newcomers.80
By 1971, however, Paul’s detractors were in retreat. Multiculturalism
had won the day. For Paul, the period from 1963 to 1971 was one of
hard work, promotion and consensus building, for which he received
many honours. In addition to his appointment to the Senate, he was
appointed professor of Russian and Soviet History, as well as CanadianSoviet Relations, at the University of Ottawa in 1966. In 1967, he was

in 1964, he had quoted the great Ukrainian poet, Shevchenko, who
had spoken out against tsarist tyranny. Shevchenko’s protests inspired
Paul. In his maiden speech, Paul hammered the Soviet Union, which
that Canada and other free countries mobilize world opinion against
Moscow in order to compel it “to grant self-determination and
freedom to the many nations under Russian domination, in accordance
with the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
the principles of the United Nations.” Paul’s argument was two-fold:
Ukrainians and other members of Canada’s Third Element.
When Sandra Gwyn interviewed Paul for an article in Saturday Night
in 1974, she remarked on his zeal. His “strength as a propagandist,”
she noted, “was not so much what he said as the fact that he never
stopped saying it.” By 1971, Paul told Gwyn, his ten year crusade
“‘to put multiculturalism on the map’”81 had attained its goal. In
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accomplished. The 1960s had been his crowning decade. During those
years, he had gained a reputation as a respected leader and Senator
with a broad base of support in academic, political and other quarters,
and particularly within groups and organizations associated with the
Third Element. Because of that support, the Liberal government of
Pierre Trudeau was willing and happy to deal with him and to act upon
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Memorable Manitobans: Paul Yuzyk (1913-1986)
Historian, Senator.
Born at Pinto (near Estevan),
Saskatchewan on 24 June 1913,
of pioneer Ukrainian parents.
public and high school, receiving
11 mathematics and physics.
After attending the Saskatoon
Normal
School
(Teacher’s
Training College) from 1932 to
1933 where he graduated with
distinction, he taught public
and high school from 1933 to
1942 in Hafford, Saskatchewan. In 1942 he enlisted in the Canadian
discharged in 1943 to return to university.
At the University of Saskatchewan Yuzyk completed a BA in
Mathematics and Physics in 1945, BA Honours in History in 1947 and
an MA in History in 1948 on “The Ukrainian (Greek) Catholic Church
of Canada”. He was then offered a fellowship from the Manitoba
Historical Society to write a history of the Ukrainians in Manitoba.
This work was published in 1953 as The Ukrainians in Manitoba - A
Social History. In 1949 he entered a PhD program in history at the
University of Minnesota completing his course work in 1951 and his
Canada 1918-1951”.
His academic career began in 1951 with an appointment to the
University of Manitoba as Assistant Professor of Slavic Studies and
History. In 1958 he was elevated to Associate Professor of History
and Slavic Studies. During his tenure at the University of Manitoba
he co-authored The Ukrainian Reader with Honore Ewach which was
also served on the Manitoba Historical Society as Treasurer, Secretary,
Vice President and President 1952-1963; Editor of the Society’s
annual Transactions of historical articles 1953-1958; Co-Editor on
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the Editorial Board of the Manitoba Historical Society’s quarterly
historical magazine Manitoba Pageant, 1956-1963; Chairman of
Ethnic Group Studies sponsoring several histories of Manitoba’s
Mennonites, Jews, Poles, Icelanders and Hutterites.
Yuzyk continued to teach after his appointment to the Senate (1963)
as full professor on a part-time basis at the University of Ottawa from
1966 to 1978. There he taught courses on Central and Eastern Europe,
Russian and Soviet History and Canadian-Soviet Relations. He
became Director of a seven-year major research project culminating
in the publication in 1980 of a large 840-page volume, A Statistical
Compendium on the Ukrainians in Canada 1891-1976 and was a CoEditor with William Darcovich.
Alongside his academic pursuits Yuzyk played an active role in
numerous community organizations. To highlight a few:
•
Youth Federation 1934-1936 and editor of its monthly
magazine “Holos Molodi” (Youth Speaks) 1948-1949;
•

A founder of the Ukrainian Canadian University
Students’ Union 1953;

•

National Treasurer of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
1952-1955;

•
1963-1964,
the Canadian Association of Slavists (CAS);
•
Conservative Club of Ukrainian Canadians 1958;
•

President, Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre,
1955-1971;

•

Member of the YWCA Advisory Committee on Adult
Education 1958-1963 and member of the General
Curriculum Committee, Dept. of Education, Government
of Manitoba 1958-1959;

•

Director, Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, 1962-1968;

•

Board of Directors, Canadian Centenary Council, 1956-67

Yuzyk an appointment to the Senate on 4 February 1963 by the
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Right Hon. John Diefenbaker whom he had known since 1935.
Yuzyk’s activities in the Senate have been primarily In the areas of
For his role in shaping the policy of multiculturalism, he has been
called the “Father of Multiculturalism.”
He was also active in a variety of parliamentary committees as well
as parliamentary delegations, particularly delegations to the United
Nations, the North Atlantic Assembly (NATO) and the Review
Conferences of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE) in Belgrade, Madrid and Ottawa. As Rapporteur of
the Subcommittee of the Free Flow of Information and People, 19771981, he was responsible for reports on the implementation of human
rights on an international level and was editor of “The Bulletin”
published by North Atlantic Assembly.
In the Senate Yuzyk was closely associated with cultural and human
rights organizations particularly the following:
•

Director, Canadian Council of Christians and Jews, since
1963;

•

Acting Chairman, Canadian Parliamentary Amnesty
International Group since 1974;

•

Chairman, Human Rights Commission, World Federation
of Free Ukrainians since 1967;

•

Chairman, Canadian Folk Arts Council 1975-1980,
President since 1980;

•

Organizer of a number of successful cultural events
on Parliament Hill such as Baltic Evening, starting in
1972, Ukrainian Evening in 971 and 1981 and the 90th
Anniversary of Ukrainian Settlement in Canada.

As a Senator, his publications included The Ukrainian Canadians:
Their Place and Role in Canadian Life, published in English, French
and Ukrainian in 1967, For A Better Canada, a compilation of Yuzyk’s
speeches in the Senate, published in 1973 and The Ukrainian Greek
Orthodox Church of Canada, 1918-1951, published in 1981. He was
a member of the editorial boards of 18 investigative Senate reports
published by the Queen’s Printer since 1970 and has numerous articles
published in magazines and newspapers.
Honours and medals awarded to Yuzyk include Keys to the Cities of
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Detroit, Buffalo and Rochester USA, the Canadian Centennial Medal,
Manitoba Centennial Medal, the Shevchenko Gold Medal, Ukrainian
Canadian Committee (Toronto) Gold Medal, Knight-Commander
of the Order of St. Gregory the Great and the Grand Cross of Knights
of Malta.
Posthumous recognition: Senator Paul Yuzyk Scholarship, since
1991, Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program(CUPP) sponsored by
Chair of Ukrainian Studies Foundation; Nation Builders Award 2003,
Ukrainian Canadian Congress - Saskatchewan Provincial Council;
Paul Yuzyk Award for Multiculturalism launched in June 2009 and
awarded annually, by the Honourable Jason Kenney, Federal Minister
of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism.
Family: Paul Yuzyk was married to Mary Bahniuk (1914-2005), born
in Hafford, Saskatchewan. He had four children: Evangeline Paulette
Yuzyk, Victoria Irene Yuzyk, Vera Catherine Yuzyk and Theodore
Larisa, Paul, Thea, Lukash and Paula and one great grandson Gabriel.
Yuzyk is survived by his sister Mary Brown.
and Archives Canada (LAC) in Ottawa called the Paul Yuzyk Papers
(MG 32 C 67), Finding Aid # 1592. It consists of 139 volumes of
correspondence, publications and other printed materials associated
with his family, education, organizational, academic and Senate life.
His articles for the Manitoba Historical Society:
The First Ukrainians in Manitoba
MHS Transactions, Series 3, 1951-52 Season
The Ukrainian Canadians
Manitoba Pageant, April 1956
A New Monument on the Legislative Building Grounds
Manitoba Pageant, Volume 7, Number 1, September 1961
Distinguished Descendant of the Selkirk Settlers
Manitoba Pageant, Volume 8, Number 2, January 1963

This page was prepared by Vera Yuzyk, MA.
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Paul Yuzyk meets Pope John Paul II

The Queen and Prince Philip chat with Senator Paul Yuzyk
at a reception at Government House in Ottawa on July 1, 1967.
Photo taken from the Ottawa Citizen Newspaper, June 26, 2010
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The Yuzyk family picture taken in February, 1963,
when Paul Yuzyk was appointed to the Senate.
Ted Yuzyk in the front row.
Back row, left to right: Victoria, Vera and Evangeline.
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Senator Paul Yuzyk and his wife, Mary, speaking
with Prime Minister P.E. Trudeau, after he announced
the policy of multiculturalism at the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress, Winnipeg, October 9, 1971.
Photo supplied by the Canadian Government Photo Centre.
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